Popular culture, from movies, advertising, to self-help books, is captivated by left-brain/right-brain differences and how these might influence our personalities, moods, and capabilities. Considering the interest in understanding the scientific basis for lateralized neural functions, it is surprising that model systems have not played a more dominant role in research on brain asymmetry. The long-held view that laterality is unique to the human cortex has been supplanted by overwhelming evidence of left-right (L-R) differences in neuroanatomy and neural processing across vertebrate and even some invertebrate species. Recent inroads into the genetic, anatomical, and behavioral specializations of the brains of model research animals have refocused attention on the evolution and advantage of brain laterality. Technical advances in arenas as diverse as molecular biology and brain imaging have sparked the identification of localized sites of asymmetry. Developmental studies have probed the influence of experience on the generation of lateralization. The goal of this review is to highlight some of the multipronged approaches and diverse models currently being used to explore how the left brain functions differently from the right.
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Genetic approaches: the zebrafish model
How anatomical asymmetry is imposed on a seemingly bilaterally symmetric structure, the vertebrate neural tube, is unknown. Fundamental studies on the origin of body axes, and the molecular pathways that confer positional information and polarity onto a developing embryo, have laid the groundwork for deciphering what makes the left side of the nervous system different from the right. In vertebrates, selective expression of the TGF␤ family member Nodal on the left side of the early embryo mediates the asymmetrical morphogenesis and placement of the visceral organs through activation of a signaling cascade that has not yet been fully resolved (Schier, 2003; Levin, 2005) . The discovery that Nodal signaling is also transiently activated on the left side of the brain of zebrafish embryos (Rebagliati et al., 1998; Sampath et al., 1998) opened the way to molecular genetic studies on the development and regulation of brain asymmetry.
Expression of cyclops, one of three zebrafish Nodal-related genes, and of other components of the signaling pathway, is restricted to the left half of the presumptive pineal organ in the developing dorsal diencephalon (Concha et al., 2000 , Liang et al. 2000 . Processes important to maintain visceral asymmetry, or mutations that perturb them, influence asymmetric gene expression in the diencephalon, suggesting some commonality in L-R axis formation throughout the developing embryo (Bisgrove et al., 2000) . Loss of Nodal pathway activation leads to a randomization in the L-R position of the adult pineal organ and of the parapineal, an accessory organ that typically (Ͼ95%) develops to the left of the pineal in embryonic zebrafish (Concha et al., 2000; Liang et al., 2000; Gamse et al., 2002) . Subsequent studies have demonstrated that the parapineal affects the gene expression profile and morphology of the adjacent brain nucleus, the left habenula (Concha et al., 2003; Gamse et al., 2003 Gamse et al., , 2005 . Thus, directional asymmetry of one relatively inconspicuous structure, the parapineal, has consequences on the differentiation of a neighboring brain region and has even farther-reaching effects on neuronal projections and connectivity.
The habenular nuclei of zebrafish (equivalent to the dorsal habenulae of amphibians and medial habenulae of mammals) reside within an evolutionarily conserved conduction system that relays telencephalic input to the midbrain (Sutherland, 1982) . Habenular efferents course ventrocaudally through the fasciculus retroflexus to innervate the midbrain target, the interpeduncular nucleus (IPN) (Fig. 1A, B) . Surprisingly, the left and right habenular neurons of zebrafish project along different dorsoventral extents of the target (Aizawa et al., 2005; Gamse et al., 2005) , and, when laterality is lost in the epithalamic region (e.g., after specific ablation of the parapineal), the dorsoventral pattern of habenular connectivity is also perturbed (Gamse et al., 2005) . Disruption of asymmetry in the diencephalon, therefore, affects stereotypic input to the midbrain target and, presumably, output to hindbrain nuclei and other regions that normally elicit behavioral responses.
Although the habenulointerpeduncular projection has been well characterized anatomically in many vertebrates, its functional role is less well defined. Hence, understanding why laterality has been superimposed on this conduction system at the individual and populational levels will require a greater appreciation of the behaviors under its influence. Mutational screens in zebrafish to uncover the genes that control differentiation of the epithalamus could provide useful tools to explore function, although mutants will need to have regionally restricted deficits and survive long enough for comprehensive behavioral assays. With gene disruption methods, it is also possible to reverse the direction of epithalamic asymmetry in the zebrafish, which should allow neuroanatomical biases to be correlated with lateralized behaviors. A recent study with a strain of zebrafish that shows a higher than normal frequency of L-R reversals in visceral and epithalamic asymmetry suggests that larvae also exhibit a change in some but not all directional visual behaviors (Barth et al., 2005) .
Another puzzle is that, although the habenular region of many amphibians, reptiles, and birds displays pronounced biochemical and morphological asymmetries (Concha and Wilson, 2001 ), left and right habenular efferents seem to innervate the target similarly. Rather than projecting along different dorsoventral extents of the IPN as in teleosts, left and right axons traverse the IPN in a mirror image pattern in the brains of juvenile frogs and salamanders (Y.-S. Kuan and M. E. Halpern, unpublished results). This finding indicates that laterality of the epithalamic region does not necessarily translate into differential innervation of the target in all species or that L-R differences in the habenular nuclei might provoke subtler changes elsewhere in the brain. Clearly, additional comparative analyses are required to resolve the extent of conservation and purpose of asymmetry in the habenulointerpeduncular conduction system. Although progress has been rapid and genetic strategies are powerful, it remains to be demonstrated whether the zebrafish diencephalon is the most appropriate model for determining the basis of laterality in the developing mammalian cortex. Asymmetric expression of components of the Nodal signaling pathway has not been discovered in the brains of any other vertebrate species so far, suggesting that other molecular mechanisms could be responsible. Screens of random genes for their spatial transcriptional patterns during zebrafish embryonic and larval development have netted a number that show differential L-R expression in the epithalamus (Gamse et al., 2003 (Gamse et al., , 2005 ) (C. Thisse, B. Thisse, and M. E. Halpern, unpublished observations). More direct, large-scale approaches to detect molecular asymmetry in the vertebrate brain have proven challenging because L-R differences in gene expression can be very transient as well as confined to limited brain regions and difficult to distinguish. However, a recent study using a sensitive molecular biology method [SAGE (serial analysis of gene expression)] uncovered 27 differentially expressed genes in the human cortex, one of which was also found to be expressed asymmetrically in the developing mouse brain (Sun et al., 2005) . Comparative analyses across vertebrate species will serve as an effective way of validating gene expression asymmetries and testing their significance in neural development.
Visual system asymmetry: avian models
The ontogeny of lateralization has been investigated in two avian species, the precocial domestic chick (Gallus gallus) and the altricial pigeon (Columba livia). In both species, development of visual object discrimination asymmetry is triggered by exposure of the embryo to light (chick, Rogers and Sink, 1988; pigeon, Skiba et al., 2002) . The later-stage embryo adopts a turned posture, consistently in the same direction, so that the left eye is occluded by its own body and the right eye remains exposed to light that enters through the egg shell and air sac membranes (Fig. 1C) .
In both species, asymmetric light stimulation leads to the development of visual pathway asymmetry and lateralized visual behavior. Accordingly, incubation of eggs in darkness prevents the development of visual lateralization (chick, Rogers, 1990 Rogers, , 1997 Rogers and Bolden, 1991; pigeon, Skiba et al., 2002) . In fact, (Rogers, 1990) . Only the right eye is exposed to light in both chick and pigeon (data not shown) embryos. D, Adult pigeon with cap over the right eye in front of two pecking keys showing patterns. To the bottom are some of the other 725 abstract patterns that the animals had to memorize. The left hemisphere (right eye) was superior in memorizing visual patterns (from von Fersen and Güntürkün, 1990 ). E, MRI images depicting L-R asymmetry in the motor-hand area of the precentral gyrus of different primates. All brains are shown to scale and oriented as for the human.
the direction of lateralization can be reversed by withdrawing the head of a late-stage chick embryo from the egg, applying a patch to the right eye, and stimulating the left eye by light. Normally, a chick exposed to light before hatching is able to find food grains scattered on a background of small pebbles when it uses its right eye but less so, or not at all, with the left eye. The reverse is the case when only the embryo's left eye has been exposed to light (Rogers, 1990) . In the precocial chick, the sensitive period for reversal of lateralization by right eye occlusion extends only to the first day or two after hatching (Rogers, 1990) . In altricial pigeons, the visual system is modifiable for a longer period after hatching. Therefore, occluding the right eye after hatching for 10 d can reverse functional asymmetry such that, as adults, the birds have superior object discrimination capabilities with the left eye (Manns and Güntürkün, 1999) .
The developmental stage of the visual system at the time of asymmetric light stimulation is critical and likely explains observed differences between the two avian species. Only the visual pathway undergoing differentiation at the time of light exposure becomes asymmetrical. In the chicken, this is the thalamofugal visual system, equivalent to the geniculocortical system of mammals. Asymmetry is manifested as an increase in forebrain projections from the left side of the thalamus (fed by the lightstimulated right eye) compared with the right side (Rogers and Deng, 1999; Koshiba et al., 2003) . Whereas the tectofugal system (equivalent to the mammalian colliculo-pulvino-extrastriate system) has mostly completed its development during the final prehatching days in chicks, it is immature in altricial pigeons during the comparable period and thus develops asymmetry as a result of asymmetrical embryonic light input. Left-right differences within the pigeons' tectofugal system occur at various levels, in different neurochemically defined cell populations (Manns and Güntürkün, 2003) and in the quantities of recrossing fibers in ascending projections (Güntürkün et al., 1998) . Additionally, tectofugal bottom-up projections and descending top-down systems from the forebrain interact in a lateralized way in pigeons (Folta et al., 2004) . In chicks (Rogers, 1990) and pigeons (Manns and Güntürkün, 1999) , experimentally induced shifts in anatomical asymmetry are accompanied by changes in behavioral asymmetry.
Steroid hormone levels in the embryo are also important in the ontogeny of lateralization. Injection of estrogen , testosterone (Schwarz and Rogers, 1992) , or corticosterone (Rogers, 2005) into the chick egg prevents the development of asymmetry in response to light. The interaction between hormone levels and light exposure is the likely cause of sex differences in the degree of asymmetry [male chicks have greater asymmetry than females ] and suggests an intriguing role for stress, by altering corticosterone levels, in modulating the strength of asymmetry. The latter may result from stress of the hen, thereby affecting the amount of corticosterone she deposits in the egg yolk (Schwabl, 1999) , or by stress of the late-stage embryo, modulating its endogenous release of corticosterone (Deng and Rogers, 2005) . Hence, prehatching events, occurring during a brief sensitive period, influence phenotypes that are likely to enhance survival in different environments.
Added to these interactive events during embryonic development, the rotation of the embryo during the hatching process itself affects lateralization of motor behavior. The turned embryo rotates counterclockwise, driven by the musculature on the right side of its body, as it cracks open the shell, a behavior that is an essential precursor of limb and turning biases after hatching (Casey and Martino, 2000) . Hence, the late-stage chick embryo relies on body posture, visual stimulation, and its own motor activity during hatching to express lateralization after hatching. Disruption of any one of these critical contributions to the canalizing of development precludes the expression of a broad range of motor and visual lateralizations.
Once visual asymmetry is induced before hatching, it modulates various visual functions. In pigeons, visuocognitive processes are changed asymmetrically for the entire lifetime of the animal. A detailed analysis of pigeons learning to categorize hundreds of pictures with everyday scenes into those that contain a human figure or not shows that left and right hemispheres use complementary strategies (Vauclair et al., 2005a) . The left hemisphere concentrates on local features and is able to generate categorical distinctions based on the invariant properties of the target stimulus. The right hemisphere, however, relies on the configuration and possibly the global cues of the stimuli and seems to base its decisions on a memory-based exemplar strategy (Fig. 1D ). These cognitive dichotomies of the cerebral hemispheres are mostly shared by humans, suggesting that lateralized cognitive systems already defined the neural architecture of the common ancestor of birds and mammals (Laeng et al., 2003; Lux et al., 2004) .
Handedness and brain imaging: the primate model
Humans are predominantly right-handed, and most righthanded individuals are left hemisphere dominant for language. This association has led many to argue that language dominance and handedness coevolved and are unique to hominid evolution. Convergent evidence from behavioral and neuroimaging studies strongly challenged this historical view and have caused many to reconsider the influence of biological and social factors on the evolution of asymmetry in the primate CNS.
Recent work has focused on laterality, primarily in chimpanzees, but data also have been collected from other nonhuman primate species, including gorillas, orangutans, bonobos, and some monkeys, primarily rhesus macaques. Among many traits, primates, and particularly chimpanzees, differ from mammals in that they have hands that are used in manipulative functions that incorporate an opposable thumb. Moreover, chimpanzees are well known for their tool-using abilities and complex social and communicative behaviors that make them an ideal species for comparative studies of behavioral and brain asymmetries. With respect to hand preferences, recent studies in a host of nonhuman primate species have revealed evidence of population level handedness (Ward and Hopkins, 1993) . For example, during tasks requiring controlled posture and reaching, the majority of prosimians show left-handedness . In Old and New World monkeys as well as great apes, assessment of hand preferences for coordinated bimanual tasks has revealed consistent evidence of population level handedness (Hopkins, 2005; Vauclair et al., 2005b) . Two interesting trends emerge. First, not all measures elicit population level handedness, suggesting that hand preferences are task specific. Second, in most studies, the proportion of right-to-left individuals is ϳ2:1, a value that is much lower than the typical 8:1 or 9:1 ratio reported in human populations. Whether these differences reflect genetic or socio-cultural factors remains unresolved.
Behavioral asymmetries associated with the perception and production of communicative signals also have been documented in primates. Early work on monkeys demonstrated rightear advantages in the processing of species-specific vocalizations (Petersen et al., 1978) , and more recent studies in macaques using a larger sample size have reported right-sided orienting asymmetries in response to different classes of acoustic stimuli (Hauser and Andersson, 1994; Hauser et al., 1998) . Unilateral damage to the left but not the right hemisphere from experimental lesions can have a transient effect on auditory discrimination of pure tones (Dewson, 1977) and species-specific calls in macaques (Heffner and Heffner, 1984) . A recent positron emission tomography study in macaques also reported a left-hemisphere asymmetry in the anterior temporal lobe in discrimination of speciesspecific calls (Poremba et al., 2004) .
Fewer studies have examined asymmetries in the production of vocal signals than in their perception. Orofacial asymmetries during the production of species-specific vocalizations have been examined in marmosets, rhesus monkeys, and chimpanzees, and, in all three species, a right-hemisphere bias was reported. In contrast to the directionality of orofacial asymmetries, preferential use of the right-hand for manual gestures was described for chimpanzees . Moreover, preferential use of the right-hand for gesturing is enhanced when the manual actions are accompanied by a vocalization compared with when no vocalization is produced (Hopkins and Cantero, 2003; Hopkins et al., 2005) . These data pertain to recent theories suggesting that the lateralized system for language and speech found in modern humans evolved from a lateralized manual communication system already present in the common ancestor of chimpanzees and early hominids (Corballis, 2002) .
With the advent of modern imaging technologies, particularly magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), evidence of population level neuroanatomical asymmetries is becoming increasingly evident in nonhuman primates (Fig. 1E) . In chimpanzees, lefthemisphere asymmetries have been reported in the language homologs of the brain, including the planum temporale and inferior frontal gyrus (Gannon et al., 1998; Cantalupo and Hopkins, 2001; Cantalupo et al., 2003) . Great apes also show the classic rightfrontal, left-occipital petalia asymmetry (Pilcher et al., 2001) , as well as right-hemisphere asymmetry in the hippocampus (Freeman et al., 2004) . Both apes and monkeys have longer left Sylvian fissures (Yeni-Komshian and Benson, 1976; Hopkins et al., 2000) .
A central goal in the primate studies has been to establish whether there are any neuroanatomical correlates of behavioral asymmetries. To date, most studies have primarily focused on the relationship between neuroanatomical asymmetries and handedness . Two main findings have been revealed. First, unlike most findings reported in human subjects, handedness for noncommunicative behaviors is not associated with asymmetries in the language homologs of chimpanzees, including the planum temporale and inferior frontal gyrus; however, asymmetries in hand use for manual gesture do correlate with the inferior frontal gyrus. Right-handed gesturing chimpanzees have a larger left inferior frontal gyrus compared with non-right-handed gesturing chimpanzees. Second, hand preferences for noncommunicative behaviors do correlate with asymmetries in the dorsal portion of the precentral gyrus, referred to as the "knob," in which neural representation of the hand is located in the primary motor cortex in both chimpanzees and capuchin monkeys (Phillips and Sherwood, 2005) . Thus, different behavioral measures of hand use correlate with asymmetries from distinct regions of the frontal lobe. These findings raise a number of questions regarding the evolutionary assumptions of the association between right-handedness and left-hemisphere dominance for language in early hominids. Another important implication is that potential differences in structure and function of the left and right cerebral hemispheres should be considered in research aimed at understanding the neural systems involved in motor, perceptual, and cognitive processes in animals.
Evolutionary implications: the advantage of laterality
Given the widespread occurrence of lateralization in vertebrates (Rogers and Andrew, 2002) and reports of lateralization in some invertebrate species (nematode, Hobert et al., 2002; octopus, Byrne et al., 2004; fruit fly, Pascual et al., 2004) , it seems reasonable to assume that this characteristic must bestow a favorable selective advantage. Recent research has focused on discovering what this advantage might be. Here it is important to consider two kinds of lateralization separately because they may have different advantages or disadvantages: (1) lateralization of individuals without an overall bias for the individuals to be lateralized in the same direction, and (2) lateralization of individuals with the majority having the same direction of lateralization and hence generating a population bias.
Lateralization present in individuals without a directional bias in the population seems to enhance neural capacity, as postulated by researchers of lateralization in humans some years ago (Levy, 1977; Dunaif-Hattis, 1984) . Recent experiments comparing the performance of lateralized chicks (exposed to light before hatching; see above) and chicks without lateralization of visual pathways or visual behavior (incubated in the dark) have lent support to this hypothesis (Rogers et al., 2004) . The chicks were asked to perform two tasks simultaneously. One task, searching for food grains against a background of pebbles, engaged the right eye and left hemisphere (Deng and Rogers, 1997) , and the other, being vigilant for a model predator, engaged the left eye and right hemisphere (Evans et al., 1993; Rogers, 2000) . The lateralized chicks were able to find the food grains and also respond to a model predator moved over the cage (repeated presentations of the predator until the chick had pecked 60 times). This contrasted markedly to the performance of the nonlateralized chicks, which were unable to avoid pecking pebbles and also often missed detecting and responding to the overhead predator (Rogers et al., 2004) . In fact, the nonlateralized chicks were so disturbed by the dual task that their performance deteriorated as the task progressed. Without the presentation of the predator, the nonlateralized chicks had no difficulty in finding the grain and not pecking at pebbles. Hence, their confusion arises only when they have to engage each hemisphere on a separate task. Monocular testing of lateralized and nonlateralized chicks on the same task has revealed that the superior ability of the lateralized chicks is attributable to the specific effect of light stimulation before hatching on the pathways fed by the right eye. In other words, light exposure of the right eye before hatching (see above) triggers developmental events that will put the right eye and left hemisphere in charge of foraging and the left eye and right hemisphere in charge of predator detection and/or recognition (Dharmaretnam and Rogers, 2005) . These results strongly suggest that lateralization enhances neural capacity by allowing parallel and separate processing in the hemispheres. Indeed, light incubation in pigeons has been shown to induce different and hemisphere-specific behavioral (Skiba et al., 2002) and anatomical (Manns and Güntürkün, 2003) changes that result in functional specialization of each half brain.
Recent experiments (Rogers, 2005) have shown a similar result for common marmosets tested on a dual task of foraging and predator detection. Marmosets with weaker hand preferences, measured by their ability to pick up and hold food to the mouth, were slower to react to a model predator (hawk or snake) than were marmosets with stronger hand preferences, regardless of the direction of the lateralization. More strongly lateralized pigeons can find grain among pebbles more effectively than weakly lateralized ones (Güntürkün et al., 2000) , and chimpanzees using one hand consistently to probe for termites are more efficient in gaining a catch than chimpanzees that alternate hands (McGrew and Marchant, 1999) . Moreover, Pascual et al. (2004) found that fruit flies with an asymmetrical structure in the brain are better able to form a memory of a particular event, and recent work in fish demonstrates that lateralized individuals have a greater ability at spatial reorientation (Sovrano et al., 2005) . It might seem, therefore, that left-right differentiation of structure and function enhances the capacity of a brain across a wide range of species, regardless of species variation in neural capacity.
This leaves us with a need to explain why lateralization with a directional bias in the population is so common among vertebrates, especially because some clear disadvantages spring to mind: for example, being more responsive to predators approaching on the left side and to prey on the right side (Rogers, 2002) . Predators might exploit this bias at the population level, and so might prey. These side biases would disadvantage an individual and they would disadvantage a population even more so, because lateralized individuals might gain by grouping provided that they are not lateralized with a population bias. Vallortigara and Rogers (2005) have hypothesized that populational asymmetry might depend on social behavior; that is, social stability may result when individuals are lateralized in the same direction, thereby increasing the predictability of individual lateralized behavior (Rogers, 1990; Robins et al.,1998) .
So far, two sets of empirical data support the hypothesis that populational asymmetry is correlated with social cohesion in gregarious animals. First, a study of 16 species of fish by Bisazza et al. (2000) found that only those species that shoal show population level lateralization for turning at a barrier, whereas nonshoaling species have individual but not population lateralization. Second, groups of lateralized chicks form more stable social hierarchies than groups of nonlateralized chicks (Rogers and Workman, 1989) .
Future direction of laterality research
Cerebral asymmetries were long seen as a turning point in human evolution. Their occurrence was assumed to have reduced cognitive redundancy and so produced the cerebral power that defines us. Handedness, lateralization of speech, and other left-right differences therefore had to be uniquely human, accounting for a general reluctance to accept animal models. Now that diverse animal models have been well established, research on brain laterality is accelerating and may soon provide answers for several deep questions.
Although knowledge on the genetic mechanisms that contribute to symmetry breaking in the embryo has accumulated, the principles of how L-R differences arise in the developing nervous system are far less understood. Zebrafish genetic studies provide an important first step to link lateralized gene activation with the development of left-right differences in neuroanatomy. Because asymmetries of the habenular system are widespread among vertebrates, so might be the identified lateralized genetic mechanisms. The challenge will be to determine whether a few widely conserved genetic networks organize the template for cerebral asymmetries in higher vertebrates.
Research on birds stresses the importance of the interplay of genetic and epigenetic mechanisms for the emergence of the adult asymmetry pattern. Because environmental information can modify, abolish, or even reverse the lateralized avian visual system, nongenetic factors seem to be far more powerful in shaping left-right differences than previously assumed. Human handedness might be one example in which nongenetic factors could substantially increase a less pronounced genetic bias to the right side. It is likely that the search for epigenetic mechanisms that modify cerebral asymmetries will soon complement present endeavors to identify lateralized genes.
Studies in chimpanzees are especially suited to test long-held assumptions about the uniqueness of human asymmetries. Experiments are already able to show that handedness and lateralized speech are most likely not causally linked but are part of a general brain asymmetry pattern common to most vertebrates. This could imply that few basic dichotomies of computation are at the core of cerebral specialization. Asymmetry of the human brain, including that for speech, could then simply be the human version of an ancient inherited pattern.
The causation of asymmetries remains the most difficult question: why are we lateralized? As outlined above, individuals seem to benefit from lateralization, and a common pattern of asymmetries within a population might foster social cohesion. At this level, in which behavioral neuroscience converges with evolutionary biology, laterality research is gaining momentum; however, only animal models have brought us so far so fast.
